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OVERVIEW

The Perspectives programme applies business 
psychology to policing. This sector has a potent 
organisational culture and is resistant to reform. 
Utilising critical consciousness theory to challenge 
existing thinking, reflect on organisational and societal 
oppression and empower sections of the workforce is 
new and counter-cultural. 

A successful programme ran internally at the College 
of Policing (the professional body for UK policing) and 
was piloted in a large force before being developed for 
potential wider roll-out.

CHALLENGE

In 1999, Lord McPherson accused the police service of 
institutional racism. Despite intensive effort, the service 
remains unrepresentative. Three of the 43 police forces 
have just one black officer and one has none. In 
addition, black officers are 50% more likely to resign.

The inspectorate highlight that current recruitment levels 
still fall short of reflecting community demographics, 
linking it to public confidence and police legitimacy. 
Targeted recruitment campaigns, courses to support 
under-represented groups and an abundance of 
positive action, have not resolved workforce imbalance. 

Academics have written extensively about 
predominantly negative elements of police 
organisational culture. These include class bias, racism, 
sexism and a need to be dominant. They identify a 
particularly strong identity, reinforced by exclusionary 
practice, defensiveness and lack of transparency.

This context highlights a paradox. Intensive effort to 
increase diversity quotas is impeded by subtle but 
exclusionary cultural barriers that are surprisingly 
persistent.   

Nearly three decades of well-intentioned but quota 
and process driven activity has proved to be ineffective. 
Slow progress can be attributed to the issue being 
externalised. Numerous attempts have been made to 
do things ‘to’ or ‘for’ a homogenous ‘them’. The critical 

challenge is that forces must be more introspective and 
ask “what is it about us that isn’t inclusive?”  

APPROACH

The approach applied critical consciousness (CC) 
theory at an individual and collective level. It is believed 
that such an approach has never been attempted in 
policing.

This construct was selected for its evidence base 
suggesting that a lack of CC creates systemic inequity.

Objectives included:

• Providing a mechanism for reflection on 
organisational and societal oppression.

• Empowering all sections of the workforce to 
overcome socio-political barriers to progression.

• Challenging elements of organisational culture that 
may contribute to socio-political control.

A framework was established to initiate honest, candid 
and powerful conversations. Podcasts provided a wide 
range of perspectives relating to equality, diversity and 
inclusion. Interviewees were selected for their credibility 
to challenge many, well-established elements of police 
organisational culture.

Guests included: 

Professor Megan Reitz – Speaking truth to power

Dr Sarah Charman – Police socialisation

Stuart Lawrence (Brother of Stephen) – Institutional racism

Careful contracting invited participants to suspend 
hierarchy, over-politeness and political correctness 
to encourage all opinions to be aired. It was 
acknowledged that baseline confidence levels 
were low. Engagement techniques included direct 
conversation, chat-box, annotating slides and polls. 
This provided opportunity for overt and/or anonymous 
contributions. The facilitator was deliberately 
provocative, challenging existing perceptions with 
evidence that highlighted a range of inequalities, 
directing conversations into sensitive areas not usually 
discussed.
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A virtual panel allowed for dialogue to flow and included 
practitioners, directors and CEO/Chief Constable. 
Involving senior people and briefing them to be candid 
and demonstrate their own vulnerability set an important 
tone.   

Discussions included, who has influence?, who feels 
pressure to conform and why?, whose voices are 
heard?, how much does policing and contribute to 
societal injustice?, and the service’s willingness to listen.

Some experiences were difficult to hear and 
contradicted the organisation’s espoused values but this 
just made them more important to bring out. 

Participants were invited to engage in critical reflection 
(a component of CC) and encouraged to use their lived 
experiences to mentor others to challenge the status quo.

OUTCOME

Engagement analysis, stakeholder feedback and 
participant surveys were completed. Sessions attracted 
40-50 delegates (almost a sixth of the College of 
Policing workforce) at all levels and substantial buy in 
was achieved in the force pilot. Corporate feedback 
included how topics were ‘emotive’ and ‘deep’. They 
highlighted how there is ‘no other platform encouraging 
such a safe space discussion’.  

Opportunities to make overt and anonymous 
contributions overcame traditional inhibitors. More 
importantly, real time responses added impact. 
Anonymity was valued more in the force pilot suggesting 
levels of perceived psychological safety are organisation 
specific. Engagement was 90% and demonstrated a 
range of opinions and lived experience. 

Feedback was unanimously positive and included how 
people had more confidence to speak up. Additional 
sessions were requested. 

Challenging elements of organisational culture was 
repeatedly delivered, enhanced by selecting facilitators 
and panel members with relevant subject matter 
expertise. Positive feedback included how it was 
refreshing for panel members to share lived experiences 
in a way that black officers can relate to. 

Evidence of the mentoring element is limited and 
requires further development. Developmental feedback 
included suggestions to have the same attendees where 
possible to establish trust for more open conversations 
and to work on reaching those still not confident to 
engage. 

It is far too early to expect the Perspectives series to have 
led to wholesale transformational change. However, 
the importance of engaging high-profile people such as 
Stephen Lawrence’s brother to trigger open discussion 
about workplace lived experiences, in a sector 
notorious for deeply entrenched attitudes should not be 
underestimated. 

Policing becoming more introspective is highly counter-
cultural. The College of Policing now exploring wider roll 
out is significant endorsement. 

Concerns around the police response to violence 
against women and girls also being cultural are very 
topical. This suggests potential benefits in further 
developing the Perspectives approach.
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Slide demonstrating the espoused values of the National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC). This 
provided a useful introduction to explain the rationale for doing something very different. It served 
the dual purpose of providing both the mandate and the first discussion point to question why the 
desired attitudes and behaviours are so well articulated but rarely brought to life.

Slide illustrating the content of an anonymous poll. Results for all sessions were heavily weighted 
towards ‘No’. Application of critical consciousness theory broadened the subsequent reflexive 
practice to consider reasons why prejudice and oppression perpetuate at a personal, 
organisational and societal level.


